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GPA Debuts New Swatchbook

McCook, Ill – To remain competitive in today’s rapidly shifting print and marketing landscape, graphic
arts professionals need tools that help them express the breadth of opportunities available to their
customers. With this in mind, GPA introduces their new product swatchbook, a revolutionary book of
innovation and possibilities.
Comprised of over 500 pages and weighing over four pounds, GPA’s new swatchbook contains an
unprecedented compilation of papers, synthetics, and specialty substrates perfect bound into one volume.
Never before has a book of this size combined papers and synthetics and been perfect bound, which is
an achievement that demonstrates GPA’s innovation in action.
GPA’s swatchbook expresses their commitment to breaking boundaries and supporting their customers’
business growth by providing greater product intelligence. The company partnered with the Londonbased studio acanforaDesign on the concept and design of this piece, working closely with Massimo
Acanfora, Founder and Creative Director. It serves as the foundation that all their resources are built
upon, as well as a cornerstone of their new brand identity. With this new book, the power of possibilities
converges in one comprehensive tool.
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GPA appointed London-based studio acanforaDesign to define their vision and develop the concept and
design of their new brand identity.
For more information about the GPA’s new swatchbook contact them at 800.395.9000 or
hello@gpa-innovates.com.
###
About GPA
GPA expands brand potential, providing substrates to help our partners and clients innovate and shape
the printing industry. Collaborations with strategic partners, creatives and printers help facilitate ideas
through our substrates. Our Global Fedrigoni Network team manufactures and distributes an unparalleled
range of products in support of Digital, Offset and Flexo press technologies.
For more information on GPA, visit gpa-innovates.com or call 800.395.9000.
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